PART I

Advancing development
objectives through data
1. Harnessing the value of data for the poor
2. Data as a force for public good
3. Data as a resource for the private sector
4. Creative reuses of data for greater value
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Harnessing the value of data
for the poor
Main messages
1

Data can improve people’s lives in many ways. However, economic and
political factors typically prevent benefits from being shared equitably.

2

The value of data for development is largely untapped. Realizing data’s
full value entails repeatedly reusing and repurposing data in creative
ways to promote economic and social development.

3

The challenge is to develop a trust environment that safeguards against
harmful misuse of data as they are exchanged between parties and
enables data to be created, reused, and repurposed.

4

A strong data governance framework, composed of appropriate policies,
laws, regulations, and institutions, is needed to ensure that the full value
of data is realized and shared safely and equitably.
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The untapped potential of data
to serve development objectives

A

t the turn of the nineteenth century, English
sociologist Seebohm Rowntree interviewed
a sample of families with the aim of better
understanding the poverty experienced not only by
those he interviewed, but also by everyone in the town
of York.1 The findings from this work changed preconceptions by revealing that poverty was pervasive

outside of London and by demonstrating that people
cycled in and out of poverty over the course of their
lives.
How to turn data into information and information into insights that can help the poor is at the
heart of this Report (see box 1.1 on the use here of the
term data). In the twenty-first century, data possess
the power to be truly life-changing. Most of the new
and fascinating ways in which data affect the lives of
many of us worldwide are linked to people being able

Box 1.1 What this Report means by data
The term data is difficult to define. It has meant different
things at different times, and in different disciplines.
Originally simply defined as facts, the term slowly
came to mean facts as they related to mathematical
representations. Despite the changing nature of data,
most people would not have thought of things such as
pictures, sounds, or words as data even as recently as
a few decades ago. But times have changed, and major
advances in computing power, together with innovative thinking, have resulted in, for example, radiomics,
the science of converting medical images into data
that, once structured and analyzed, can help improve a
patient’s diagnosis and prognosis.a Similarly, sound can
now be digitized and analyzed to, for example, explore
and better understand the galaxies.b And the growing
field of text analytics converts words (such as keywords
from Google searches) into structured data that help us
better understand many social phenomena.c Because the
evolving definition of data stems simply from technological advances in computing and creative thinking, it is
challenging to provide a specific description of data that
would not soon seem archaic or anachronistic.
In very general terms, Carrière-Swallow and Haksar
point out that “data can be quantitative or qualitative
in nature, and may be stored on analog (that is, paper,
stone tablets) or digital media.”d This view conforms
with how this Report uses the term. Indeed, some data
are still collected on paper in many countries. Processing these data—digitizing them and entering them in a
spreadsheet or database—allows them to be more easily
analyzed, but a digital format is not necessarily an attribute of data.
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) states broadly that data are
“characteristics or information, usually numerical, that
are collected through observation.” More specifically,
data are “the physical representation of information in
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a manner suitable for communication, interpretation, or
processing by human beings or by automatic means.”e
Although this description aligns fairly well with how the
term is used in this Report, a few distinctions are worth
noting. Here, data are sometimes collected through
observation, though they need not be. Data can be the
result of digital transactions or simply by-products of
our daily digital lives. Also, in this Report, data are not
synonymous with information. Rather, data must be
processed, structured, and analyzed to be converted
into information. This semantic distinction between data
and information emphasizes the critical role of improved
data management, literacy, and analysis for extracting
information, and creating value, from data.
An expansive description of data that resonates well
with how the term is used in this Report is provided by
the UK National Data Strategy:
When we refer to data, we mean information about
people, things and systems. . . . Data about people
can include personal data, such as basic contact
details, records generated through interaction
with services or the web, or information about
their physical characteristics (biometrics)—and it
can also extend to population-level data, such as
demographics. Data can also be about systems and
infrastructure, such as administrative records about
businesses and public services. Data is increasingly
used to describe location, such as geospatial reference details, and the environment we live in, such as
data about biodiversity or the weather. It can also
refer to the information generated by the burgeoning
web of sensors that make up the Internet of Things.f
a. Gillies, Kinahan, and Hricak (2015); Yala et al. (2021).
b. See, for example, Leighton and Petculescu (2016).
c. See, for example, Stephens-Davidowitz (2017).
d. Carrière-Swallow and Haksar (2019, 17).
e. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
“Glossary of Statistical Terms: Data,” OECD Statistics Portal, https://stats
.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=532.
f. See “What We Mean by Data” (DCMS 2020).

to extract greater value from data. Indeed, the data
produced by people can be used in innovative ways to
help them, but one does not have to be the producer
or user of data to benefit from the data revolution. In
fact, the data often collected from a small sample of
people can help shape policy to improve the lives of a
vastly larger population, whether they were part of the
sample or not—just as Seebohm Rowntree revealed
in his pioneering efforts. But for such approaches to
work, the samples must be truly representative of the
population, including the poor and other marginalized groups. And yet both traditional censuses and
sample surveys, as well as new data sources captured
by the private sector, may fail to fully cover the most
disadvantaged groups.
An important attribute of data is that using them
does not diminish their value to be reused for some
other purpose—data are inexhaustible. But reusing or
repurposing data typically requires well-functioning
data systems that facilitate the safe flow of data in
formats that make the data valuable to many users.
These systems, however, typically do not function
well in many low- and middle-income countries.
Moreover, data have a dark side. Making data
accessible to more users and creating systems that
facilitate their reuse also opens the door for data to be
misused in ways that can harm individuals or development objectives. With lives becoming increasingly
intertwined in the digital world, each day brings new
concerns about protecting personal data; misinformation; and attacks on software, networks, and data
systems.
Well-functioning data systems thus balance the
need to safeguard against outcomes that harm people,
while simultaneously enabling the potential for data
to improve lives. This Report returns often to the
need to strike this balance between safeguarding and
enabling.
The findings and recommendations in this Report
are drawn from an extensive array of material, including academic research, international development
agency reports, commercial experiences, and a series
of consultations with innovators and stakeholders in
the data world. Although this Report reinforces and
builds on findings from World Development Report 2016:
Digital Dividends,2 the World Bank report Information
and Communications for Development 2018: Data-Driven
Development,3 and many reports on digital technology,
this Report differs by focusing on how data themselves, rather than the adoption of digital technology,
can improve the lives of poor people.4
World Development Reports often synthesize established findings from analytical work and research, but

the issues and content surrounding data are evolving
rapidly. Many of the topics covered continue to be
widely debated in rich and poor countries alike. Consensus has yet to emerge, and research is at an early
stage, particularly on how these issues affect low- and
middle-income countries. The goal, therefore, is not
to be overly prescriptive, but to develop frameworks
to help policy makers and countries think through
the trade-offs and adopt a balanced approach to developing both safeguards and enablers. Countries should
make the most of data, but safely, and as appropriate
for their social, political, and economic context.
The growing literature on data over the last few
years is largely written from a high-income country
perspective.5 This Report therefore sets out to fill the
large gap in the literature on the effects of data on
poor people and poor countries.

A brief history of data
Many of the themes of this Report were emerging
even in the earliest days of data collection and use.
For millennia, people have been collecting data. The
oldest censuses date back to at least 2000–1000 BCE
to ancient Egypt, Greece, and China, who enumerated
people, livestock, and food items.6 The Romans fielded
a census of men and their possessions every five
years—a practice referenced in the Christian Bible.7
Over the long history of data collection, the type
of data collected and the ways data have been used
have changed as societies’ priorities, values, power
structures, and government objectives have changed.8
Record keepers in the Incan Empire between 1400
and 1500 CE counted people, dwellings, llamas,
marriages, and potential army recruits.9 Rulers and
administrators gave priority to counting sources of
wealth and power considered of strategic importance
(the data were kept secret from the public). They
collected information first and foremost on property
for taxation and men for military recruitment and
labor force purposes, as well as enumerating newly
conquered peoples and territories. With little reason
to believe that the data being collected were meant to
improve lives, distrust was widespread—it was not
uncommon for citizens to resist being counted or
having their possessions counted.10
The ascent of Enlightenment ideals in eighteenthcentury Europe, with their emphasis on objective scientific inquiry, brought a shift in attitudes toward the
role of data in society—from simply counting and registering phenomena to describing and understanding
living conditions for society as a whole.11 During
this era, and under the influence of the leading
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Figure 1.1 The share of people counted in a census grew from about 1 in 10 in 1850 to
9 in 10 today
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Note: The shaded area represents the world’s population; the bars indicate the percentage of the population that was enumerated each decade.

intellectuals of the day, notions of the rule of law (and
accountability of states) evolved, a social contract
between the individual and the state coalesced, and
the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen emerged.12 These became the foundational elements of the current discussions of a social contract
for data based on human rights (see chapter 6).
Starting in the late eighteenth century, governments of the emerging nation-states in Europe and
North America established statistical agencies to publish official statistics on the state of the nation and
to inform public discourse. European nations began
systematically conducting full-fledged population
censuses, and a decennial national census became a
provision of the US Constitution. By the end of the
nineteenth century, half of the world’s population had
been enumerated in censuses (figure 1.1).13
These advances also led to some of the innovations in statistics and social science research methods
that enabled the rise of the sample survey. The earliest
examples of sampling date back to the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, but they lacked
the theoretical foundations to justify the method.14
Sampling remained highly controversial throughout
the nineteenth century, but methodological advances,
especially the concept of random sample selection,
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led to its gradual acceptance in the early twentieth
century. A series of influential articles in the 1930s,
1940s, and 1950s filled the holes in the theoretical
foundations of survey sampling around the same
time that sampling frames with universal coverage
became available.15 Sample surveys grew enormously
popular, especially in the United States, quickly covering a wide range of topics.
Modern geospatial data systems developed along
a similar timeline. Building on the much older science of cartography, this type of data is rooted in
the thematic maps of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Its goal was to relate geography to other
types of information.16 A prominent early application
was the spatial mapping of disease outbreaks—for
example, of yellow fever in New York City at the end
of the eighteenth century and especially of cholera in
British and other European municipalities during the
pandemics of the nineteenth century.17 Most prominent among those is the map of London by physician
John Snow. During the 1854 cholera outbreak, Snow
plotted cholera-related deaths in London together
with the city’s water pumps, identifying a high concentration of cases close to a pump on Broad Street
and deducing that water from this pump was causing
infections (map 1.1). New cases in the area stopped

almost entirely once the pump had been removed.18
Since the advent of Snow’s map, innovations in printing and computer technology as well as the rise of
remote sensing have made geospatial data and their
applications versatile and ubiquitous.19
With the digital revolution, the types and scope
of data have changed dramatically, and the volume
of data collected has grown exponentially. In this
new landscape, private sector actors are playing an
increasingly larger role in data collection through
platform-based business models in which data are collected passively as a by-product of business processes.
Digital platforms have also expanded the opportunities for citizens to collect data, which often occurs
when governments fail to collect data (see spotlight
1.1). Examples include Utunzi, a platform that allows
individuals and organizations to report and document
violence against LGBTQI individuals,20 and various
platforms that allow users to report air pollution levels, deforestation, and other location-specific environmental data to raise awareness and spur action.
The foundational origins of data protection laws
can be linked to the Enlightenment era. Although
there is a clear arc from these historical concepts of
rights governing interactions between the state and
the individual to principles guiding data protection,
most policies guiding data regulation are very modern (see chapter 6). The principles of data protection
can trace their immediate roots to the US Fair Information Practice Principles developed in the 1970s and
that formed the basis for the 1980 OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development)
Guidelines (revised in 2013).21 Similarly, the basic
substantive rights and obligations in the European
Union’s General Data Protection Regulation, reflected
first in its 1995 Directive on the Protection of Personal
Data, trace their roots to the OECD Guidelines.22

A data typology
Although data can be used to improve development
outcomes, the challenges differ across data types.
To help readers conceptualize these data types and
better understand those challenges, this Report sorts
data types using a two-dimensional framework
(table 1.1). In the first dimension, data are classified
based on whether the original intent was for public or
commercial purposes. Both new and traditional types
of data collected for commercial purposes are called
private intent data. Data originally collected for public
purposes are called public intent data, regardless of
the collection instrument or the entity that manages

Map 1.1 John Snow’s innovative mapping of the
cholera epidemic in London in 1854 revolutionized
tracing of the disease

Source: Ball 2009. Map segment reproduced from John Snow, On the Mode of Communication of
Cholera, 2nd ed. (London: John Churchill, 1855).
Note: The solid black rectangles of various sizes represent deaths from cholera.

the data. Public intent data tend to be collected purposefully with a view toward representativeness. By
contrast, private intent data are self-selecting in that
they cover only users of cellphones and the internet,
for example, and collection of these data may be
more incidental.
The second dimension distinguishes between
“traditional” and “new” data collection methods. Public intent data are typically associated with traditional
data types such as censuses and surveys, although
newer sources of data (such as from satellite imaging
or e-government platforms) have become more prevalent. By design, traditional data collection efforts by
governments are for public purposes and are used to
inform policy making. But because the collection of
public data via traditional methods tends to be relatively costly,23 surveys are conducted infrequently,24
and they often lack the granularity necessary to make
meaningful inferences about subpopulations of interest. Meanwhile, traditional public intent data offer
important advantages over new private intent data
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Table 1.1 Examples of data types based on original intent and collection methods
Data collection
methods and tools

Public intent data

Private intent data

Traditional

Census, national accounts, household
surveys, enterprise surveys, labor force
surveys, surveys of personal finance,
administrative records

Any survey conducted by private entities,
including public opinion surveys deployed
by private entities; administrative data from
company financial accounts

New

Location data from satellite imaging, digital
identification, facial recognition from public
cameras, public procurement data from
e-government platforms

Just-in-time digital data on individual
behavior/choices from digital platforms in
the private sector

Source: WDR 2021 team.

in terms of their coverage of the population—and
thus their potential to benefit more people—and their
format, which makes them amenable to inferential
analytics by researchers and government officials.
Private intent data are often associated with new
sources of data produced using digital tools and
applications that are growing rapidly. Compared
with traditional public intent data, new private data
sources offer greatly improved timeliness, frequency,
and granularity of data, but they may not be representative in coverage. New private intent data can
contribute significantly to addressing public sector
development challenges. Private intent data collected
through cellphones, internet usage, satellites, remote
sensors, and other sources provide information about
individuals and geographic locations that traditional
surveys simply cannot.
Any simple framework used to classify data types
carries limitations. Although much public intent data
have long been collected using traditional methods,
those methods are being updated and adapted. The
new methods will increasingly supplement or replace
traditional methods, and so the traditional–new differentiation in table 1.1 is likely to evolve. The distinction between public and private stewardship of data
also may not be a salient one in some cases. For example, citizen‑generated data—data that people or their
organizations produce to directly monitor, demand,
or drive change on issues that affect them—can be
produced through crowdsourcing mechanisms or
citizen reporting initiatives, and such data are often
organized and managed by civil society groups. The
data may reside with a private entity, but they are
clearly collected for public purposes.
Although data gathered through new methods
for private purposes offer tremendous potential to
improve timeliness and detail through massive sample size, they are not a panacea for the shortcomings
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of public intent data collected using more traditional
methods. For one thing, private firms have little
incentive to curate their data for sharing, and thus
these data are not readily amenable for public use.
A potentially more difficult challenge is coverage.
Data collected for public policy purposes are almost
always designed to represent the relevant current
population (such as individuals, firms, health facilities, students, or schools). However, survey designers
face challenges in meeting the representativeness
objective in terms of both coverage (such as underrepresentation of slum inhabitants, top earners, or
informal enterprises) and timeliness (due to delays
in data processing). By contrast, collectors of private
intent data rarely need or have an interest in full population coverage; they focus much more on specific
subgroups (such as consumers and suppliers). Thus,
even though sample sizes can be massive and very
timely, they can provide only partial reflections of the
population. A study from the United Kingdom examined data from a variety of social media platforms and
found that none was representative of the population,
particularly underrepresenting the elderly, the less
well educated, and lower-income people.25
Public policies and programs need to be informed
by data that represent the relevant population. For this
reason, private intent data should not be viewed as a
substitute for public intent data in understanding the
scope of many development problems (box 1.2). That
said, the joint use of public intent data collected using
traditional methods and newer sources of private
intent data offers interesting opportunities to reap
significantly more value added than the isolated use
of one kind of data or the other. A key theme of this
Report is that governments should take advantage of complementarities between new and traditional data to confront
development challenges. For example, because the majority of the world’s poor live in rural areas and derive

Box 1.2 Innovation in traditional surveys: A COVID-19 example in
Brazil
A prime example of the importance of traditional surveys
and their potential for innovation comes from Brazil. In
May 2020, it was one of the first countries to complete
nationally representative surveys to produce data on the
prevalence of COVID-19.a Fieldworkers clad in personal
protective equipment conducted a serology test on randomly selected household members. This test detects
the presence of antibodies in the blood as a response to
a specific infection, such as COVID-19—that is, it detects
the body’s immune response to the infection caused by
the virus rather than the virus itself. While waiting for the
results of the test, the fieldworkers administered a brief
questionnaire to collect sociodemographic data and
asked the tested household member whether she or he
was experiencing symptoms associated with COVID-19.b
Asking questions about symptoms enabled the research
team to estimate rates of asymptomatic infection. Sociodemographic questions, especially those about work and
travel outside the home, enabled the team to measure
how much a household member adhered to social distancing guidelines.
The test results were conveyed to the household
member before the fieldworkers left the dwelling, and
information on positive tests was sent to health authorities to help them track the spread of the virus. In May,
25,025 interviews in 133 “sentinel cities” were completed
in the baseline survey. Cities were chosen because of
their primacy in the local region as hubs of commerce
and services for surrounding urban and rural areas.
The survey was conducted three more times, the most
recent round in late August 2020. Multiple survey rounds
enabled researchers and public health officials to track
the spread of the virus over time by region.
At least two findings based on these serology tests
and the interviews are striking. First, COVID-19 infections
were far more prevalent than had been recorded. Overall
seroprevalence—the share of the population that tested
positive for the pathogen—for the 90 cities with a sample size of 200 or greater was 1.4 percent in the baseline
survey. Extrapolating this figure to the full population of

their livelihoods from the land, measuring agricultural productivity is central to policies and programs
to eliminate extreme poverty. Yet recent research has
shown that agricultural productivity, specifically
crop yield, is poorly measured with traditional survey

these cities, who represent 25 percent of the country’s
population, produced an estimate of 760,000 cases,
compared with the 104,782 cases reported for those cities
in official statistics as of May 13, 2020. In the fourth round
of the survey in August, the seroprevalence rate had
climbed to 3.8 percent.c
Second, there was a remarkably wide regional variation in seroprevalence around the 1.4 percent national
average, ranging from less than 1 percent in most cities in
the South and Center-West regions to 25 percent in the
city of Breves in the Amazon (North region). Eleven of
the 15 cities with the highest seroprevalence were in the
North. The six cities with highest seroprevalence were
located along a 2,000-kilometer stretch of the Amazon
River. Beyond geography, seroprevalence varied across
ethnic groups and was highest among indigenous populations (3.7 percent in the baseline survey). Understanding the scope of the overall problem and identifying
regions and populations with the most pressing needs
would not have been possible without population-based
surveys. These data also provided information on the
effectiveness (or lack thereof) of approaches adopted to
combat the spread of the disease.
Broad support for investigating something as important
and urgent as the prevalence of COVID-19 might have been
expected, and yet opposition sprang up in some quarters.
For example, in some areas sample size was suppressed
by the rapid spread of disinformation through social media
that characterized the interviewers as “swindlers,” or even
as part of a plot to spread the virus. In 27 cities, interviewers
were arrested, and in eight cities the tests were destroyed
by the local police force.d Overall, however, the example
illustrates the importance of population-based surveys
(and public intent data in general) for understanding the
scope and nature of disease spread.
a. Hallal, Hartwig, et al. (2020). Brazil is the only country in Latin America to
complete a national survey.
b. Hallal, Horta, et al. (2020).
c. UFPEL (2020).
d. Hallal, Hartwig, et al. (2020).

approaches that rely on farmer-reported information
on crop production and land areas.26 When sample
surveys rely instead on objective measurement methods, the resulting data not only accurately capture
crop yields at surveyed locations, but also can be used
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to inform and develop remote sensing models that
combine data from surveys and satellites to provide
highly localized crop yield estimates across entire
regions and countries beyond the locations in which
sample surveys are conducted.27
Both public intent and private intent data have
advantages and disadvantages and pose distinct
challenges in terms of reuse and exchange to achieve
development objectives. But because public intent
and private intent data have inherent complementarities, they can be used jointly to bolster development.
A ministry of health would be able to issue better
public policy if it could connect its health data with
that of other ministries such as education, labor, and
planning, as well as with that of health providers,
whether public or private, around the country. A private firm would be able to operate more effectively if
it could link its data with other sources of information, such as satellite data on population density and
socioeconomic data on wealth and well-being.
Combining the two types of data could advance
evidence-based policy through more precise and
timely official statistics that are produced more
cheaply, while preserving the representativeness
characteristic of public intent data. For example,
building on the well-established infrastructure for
socioeconomic surveys conducted by governments,

satellite data and call detail records from mobile
phones offer new opportunities for updating poverty
estimates for small areas more frequently. More generally, the high frequency of data collected for commercial purposes holds promise for producing better
estimates of current socioeconomic conditions when
large-scale, costly surveys such as censuses or integrated household surveys such as those of the World
Bank’s Living Standards Measurement Study are
infrequent. Real-time data on prices, nighttime lights,
or trade flows could be used to help “nowcast” (that
is, generate an estimate for the current time based on
data collected with a lag in time) macroeconomic data
to avoid lags in availability.

The economics of data and
political economy issues
The potential to extract further value from the
proliferation of data is significant because data are
inexhaustible or “nonrival”—that is, a person’s call
detail records, location history, internet usage, and
medical records, among other things, can be used
repeatedly by firms and governments for different
purposes without depleting them.28 This finding is
illustrated by the data life cycle (figure 1.2), which
depicts the potential circularity of data use, reuse, and

Figure 1.2 The data life cycle
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repurposing, as long as data can be made safely accessible across a wide array of users and unless explicit
steps are taken to destroy the data.
Because of the nonrival character of data and the
implications for their limitless reuse, it is inherently
difficult to place an economic value on data, although
many attempts have been made to do so. The diverse
approaches taken range from a cost-based methodology that adds up different components of the
information value chain;29 to approaches that directly
quantify the economic benefits that data yield by
improving efficiency, reducing transaction costs,
or expanding markets;30 to estimates based on the
stock market value of data-intensive companies and
related acquisition transactions.31 Although all of
these approaches agree on the high value of data, the
partial nature of these estimates, together with the
heterogeneity of the approaches, prevent any definitive conclusion.
In view of today’s increasingly sophisticated application of machine learning and artificial intelligence
to drive data-based innovations, it is quite conceivable
that the economic value of unanticipated secondary
uses of data may far exceed the value of the primary
use of data—that is, the use for which they were originally collected. These characteristics raise the prospect of serious underinvestment in data collection
from a social perspective because the entities bearing
the cost of data collection will not necessarily be the
ones capturing its full economic value.
At the same time, data are not a pure public good
because they are excludable, allowing the entity that
originally collects and holds the data to prevent others from accessing them. Examples abound across
the public sector of the unwillingness of data holders
to share data with other government entities and the
public. In the private sector, firms may not want to sell
or exchange their data with others, perhaps because
governments and firms lack the capacity to share or
exchange their data in a safe manner, or more simply
because of a lack of incentives (or legal requirements)
to make the data available. In some cases, reuse and
sharing of data may cede informational advantages
to competing firms in the private sector or rival entities in the public sector. Although the excludability
of data suggests that they could readily be traded on
markets, other economic characteristics complicate
this classical approach to addressing allocation issues
(see box 1.3).
A fundamental reason for the lack of incentives to
share, sell, or exchange data is the considerable economies of scale that accrue to holding data and the associated economic or political power that they bring to

the data holder. Although the returns to the first few
bits of data are essentially zero, there is a point past
which the returns from additional data, and from
improvements in the systems supporting these data,
are substantial and increasing until they ultimately
level off.32 For example, in the field of artificial intelligence the size of datasets is a critical determinant of
the accuracy of predictive algorithms.33 Modern deeplearning techniques, with their complex models, have
an even more voracious appetite for large datasets
than traditional machine learning, and they may not
begin to experience diminishing returns until they
incorporate much larger scales with datasets containing tens or hundreds of millions of data points.
In addition to economies of scale, data are characterized by economies of scope because combining
different types of related datasets can yield insights
that otherwise would have been unavailable from
one type of data alone. Similarly, weak and seemingly
very tangential relations can be identified through
machine learning techniques with larger and larger
volumes of data. For example, Google’s search engine
data may be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
advertising on YouTube, which is also owned by
Google.34 Social media can also track users’ behavior
to then build very detailed advertising profiles.
Imbalances in information sharing,
concentrations of power, and equity
concerns: A dark side of data
Such strong economies of scale and scope in data,
and the resulting assemblage of valuable information by some actors at the potential expense of those
who are excluded from the transaction, may lead to
a concentration of power—economic or political—in
the hands of those with privileged access to large
volumes of data.35 In the private sector, market
forces are likely to lead to data agglomeration and
market concentration in data-driven businesses,
which may preclude entry by small firms and eventually create conditions for the abuse of market
power. Today, the firms that control the greatest
agglomerations of data are among the world’s largest. The concentration of personal information in a
handful of companies raises concerns about market
power and discrimination. A key theme throughout
this Report is balancing the gains in efficiency that
new data bring with such equity concerns. On the
government side, data agglomeration may lead to
a concentration of personal information, which
can be used to amass and maintain political power,
discourage dissent, and even discriminate against
some population segments. Measures that limit and
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Box 1.3 The challenges of trading data through markets
From an economic perspective, it seems plausible that
access to data is best solved by first defining clear
economic property rights over data and then allowing
parties to trade in data. However, the limited nascent
economic literature on this subject suggests that for two
reasons these propositions are not as straightforward as
they may initially seem.
First, legal and economic challenges confound the
definition of property rights over data. A central issue
is the ambiguity involved in allocating property rights
between the data subject and the data collector, each of
which has some legitimate claim to be the “data owner.”
Present legal frameworks such as the European Union’s
General Data Protection Regulation allocate certain specific rights to the data subject, implicitly leaving residual
rights to the data collector as a purely de facto property
right.a Typically, a greater degree of data protection will
benefit the data owner to the detriment of other potential
data users and vice versa. This finding suggests that there
is an economically optimal level of data protection. However, without efficient allocation of property rights, this
social welfare–maximizing outcome will not be attained.b
The large synergies and complementarities that arise
across different types of data (economies of scope)
raise the concern that fragmented ownership patterns
will prevent them from being realized, whether through
strategic behavior or through technical barriers such as
lack of interoperability. However, the classic trade-off
between the static objective of making data widely
available to maximize economic value and the dynamic
objective of preserving incentives for further data to be
collectedc has weakened considerably with the advent

neutralize this kind of dominance founded on the
control of data need to be central to any data governance framework.
Because reliable statistics can expose poor policy decisions and performance, dilute power, and
increase public scrutiny and pressure on governments, vested interests can be expected to intervene
to distort decisions about the collection, reuse, and
sharing of data. And indeed this Report finds strong
associations among country statistical performance,
independence of national statistical offices, and
freedom of the press, controlling for country size
and income level (chapter 2). The patterns indicate
that a free and empowered press is a critical check
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of digital data that are often collected without cost as a
by-product of other economic activities.
Second, although private bilateral market exchanges
of data are well established in certain niches (specifically,
trading personal data to target advertising), there are
as of today no open multilateral markets for data, and
many attempts to create such data markets have failed.d
Because data are one of many experience goods that are
difficult to evaluate in advance in areas such as price and
quality, an important challenge is how data providers can
convey information about the quality of their data before
providing access.e
In practice, data provenance has become the main
means of signaling the quality and accuracy of data,
relying on the reputation of the original source. However, the metadata needed to establish provenance may
themselves be subject to legal restrictions in areas such
as privacy, and data sellers may have strategic incentives to conceal or manipulate such information. The
theoretical literature demonstrates that the institutional
mechanisms currently available for trade in data have led
to a sharp trade-off between the feasible scale of a data
market and the ability to verify the quality of the data
traded.f Data may be traded via markets on a much larger
scale in the future, but legal and institutional adaptations
will be crucial to address challenges regarding data
property rights and quality.
a. Duch-Brown, Martens, and Mueller-Langer (2017).
b. Duch-Brown, Martens, and Mueller-Langer (2017).
c. Duch-Brown, Martens, and Mueller-Langer (2017).
d. Koutroumpis, Leiponen, and Thomas (2020).
e. This is known as the Arrow Information Paradox (Arrow 1962).
f. Koutroumpis, Leiponen, and Thomas (2020).

on government power and an important facilitator of
statistical independence and data transparency.
Alternative data sources can provide a check on
political influences when the accuracy or impartiality
of official statistics is in question. For example, online
prices obtained through web scraping have been used
to construct daily price indexes in multiple countries, providing a comparison with official inflation
figures. Researchers found that from 2007 to 2011,
when Argentina reported an average annual inflation
rate of 8 percent, online data indicated that the rate
exceeded 20 percent.36 The higher figure was consistent with inflation expectations from household surveys conducted at the time and similar to estimates of

some provincial governments and local economists.
Because online price data were available outside the
country, efforts by Argentina’s government to discourage local economists from collecting these data independently were largely ineffective. These practices
were halted in 2015 as Argentina took steps to reaffirm
its commitment to the transparency and reliability of
official data through its National Institute of Statistics
and Censuses (INDEC). Similar disparities between
official inflation statistics and those obtained from
online prices have recently emerged in Turkey.37
Governments can pose broader challenges to the
use of nonofficial data sources. For example, Tanzania’s 2018 amendment to its 2015 Statistics Act threatened members of civil society groups that published
independent statistical information with imprisonment. Approval of the National Bureau of Statistics
was required to publish such information, and publishing statistics that “invalidate, distort or discredit”
official statistics was deemed a criminal offense.
These provisions were subsequently amended amid
international pressure.38
Finally, the transparency and reliability of official
statistics can have important macroeconomic implications. At a time when public debt levels are exploding from pandemic-related spending (see spotlight
1.2), governments may be less than forthcoming with
data on the public debt, potentially enabling them to
overborrow and hide debts from both citizens and
creditors, at least for a while. Eventually, however,
that strategy can have negative repercussions. For
example, in Mozambique three state-backed companies took on in 2013 and 2014 more than US$2 billion
in government-guaranteed debt, equivalent to about
13 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP).39
Roughly US$1.2 billion of it was borrowed without
being disclosed to parliament and the public. The
country’s access to international credit markets was
severely curtailed after the hidden loans were revealed
in 2016. To rehabilitate its reputation, the government
has undertaken a complex reform package to foster
greater transparency and improve governance and
anticorruption frameworks.40

Data for development:
A conceptual framework
This Report poses two fundamental questions. How
can data better advance development objectives?
And what kind of data governance arrangements are
needed to support the generation and use of data in
a safe, ethical, and secure way while also delivering
value equitably? The first part of this Report identifies

the multiple pathways through which data can support
or inhibit the development process, relying on the conceptual framework presented in this chapter, together
with concrete illustrations and examples from recent
experience in less developed and emerging countries.
Three pathways by which data can
support development
Data can contribute to development by improving
the lives of the poor through multiple pathways.
The conceptual framework that guides this Report
focuses on three such horizontal pathways (figure 1.3).
The middle pathway is data generated by or received
by governments and international organizations to
support program administration, service delivery, and
evidence-based policy making (see chapter 2). The top
pathway is data created and used by civil society and
academia to monitor and analyze the effects of government programs and policies and by individuals to
empower and enable them to access public and commercial services tailored to their needs. The bottom
pathway is data generated by private firms. These data
can be a factor of production that fuels firm and economic growth. But data also can be part of production
processes in other ways (as an intermediate input,
an output, or a by-product) and can be mobilized and
repurposed to support development objectives (see
chapters 3 and 4).
In figure 1.3, two-way arrows link data production
and collection with the three groups of actors in the
center of the figure. These arrows indicate that data
do not merely flow to the actors. They also must be
collected with purpose, and data processing and
analytics by those actors provide important feedback
about what data should be produced and collected
going forward. The rectangle that encapsulates the
actors indicates their centrality in processing and
analyzing data to provide insights that lead to better
lives and better development outcomes. Among these
three pathways, data can be shared and exchanged
flowing vertically across public, private, and civil
society channels for further impact on development.
Data collected for use in one of these pathways can be
accessed and repurposed for a different use through
other pathways or by other data users.
Government and international organizations. At a
basic level, data enable governments to understand
the impact of policies and improve program administration and service delivery. For traditional data
types such as household and firm surveys, national
accounts, and administrative data, governments (or
agents authorized by governments) have been central
to collection efforts. They have collected data typically
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Figure 1.3 Three pathways along which data can foster development
Data analytics and
processing
Greater transparency
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Reuse
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Government
International
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Better policy making
and service delivery
Political surveillance

Development

Reuse

Production process in firms

Private sector

Increased business opportunities
Market concentration
Widening inequality
Discrimination

Source: WDR 2021 team.
Note: Positive impacts are shown in green; negative impacts are shown in red.

for specific purposes, often intended to improve policies and encourage development. However, without
strong data systems in place to support data analysis
in relevant applications, much of the potential for
data to improve outcomes is unrealized.
Important factors in supporting successful
national data systems include trained staff, budgetary autonomy for agencies that collect data, adequate
data infrastructure, connected databases, and international partnerships (see chapter 9). However, these
resources are often scarce in low-income countries,
leaving these countries the least equipped to collect
and effectively use the data necessary to assess and
understand the scope and nature of the development
problems they face and make inroads to solving them.
Enhancing the capacity of client countries to collect,
analyze, and utilize data therefore has been, and will
continue to be, a priority of the World Bank Group,
and it is a major focus of this Report. International
organizations can help countries to address lack of
funding, technical capacity, governance, and demand
for public intent data and to overcome these barriers.
Sovereign-supported multilateral and bilateral development institutions are also important collectors
and disseminators of data in their own right, and
they support country governments in their efforts to
improve and deploy data better.
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A better ability to exchange public intent data
across many platforms (interoperability) could
increase their impact on development. Despite their
advantages in coverage, suitability for some types of
analysis, and potential for informing and improving
policy, public intent data are often stored in different government agencies and formatted in different
ways. Fragmentation and incompatibilities thus limit
a government’s scope to use its data to the fullest
extent to improve policies, service delivery, and targeting. Interoperability across public intent data sources
is therefore an important goal.
The central role of government and international
organizations in fostering development through data
use and reuse is captured in figure 1.3 by the placement of this pathway in the center of the figure (see
chapter 2).
Individuals, civil society, and academia. In the top
pathway, making data widely available enables
individuals and civil society to hold governments
accountable for policy choices. Inputs from civil society provide a feedback mechanism through which
policies can be adapted and improved, leading to
more responsive governance. Civil society organizations themselves create data by collecting surveys
and crowdsourcing information directly from citizens. Such data can foster discussion, government

accountability, and transparency. Simply providing
individuals with better access to their own data collected by government, international, or private sector
actors is another way to enable citizens to advocate
for themselves and improve their lives.
This pathway includes the use of administrative
datasets by academic researchers to improve the
quantity and quality of available evidence on social
programs and policies.41 For example, administrative linked employer-employee datasets have been
used to document earnings inequality and to study
the sources of its decline in Brazil42 and to study
underreporting of wages by formal firms43 and the
effects of business start-up programs in Mexico.44
Often carried out in partnership with firms or governments, this type of research is being published
increasingly in top academic journals.45 However,
broadening researchers’ access to administrative
datasets remains a challenge, even in countries
with well-developed statistical systems.46
The private sector. Through the bottom pathway,
data generated by the private sector also hold promise for improving the lives of the poor (see chapter 3).
For one thing, data have become critically important
in the production process of many firms. Indeed, the
business models of some of the world’s largest firms
(such as Amazon, Google, and Facebook) are predicated on data. Some important platform business
models emerging in middle-income countries (such
as Grab in Indonesia and Mercado Libre in Latin
America) could greatly expand market access opportunities for small and medium enterprises. Other
data-based private solutions can directly improve
the lives of poor people—such as digital credit, often
applied for via cellphone, which facilitates financial
inclusion. Private financial services providers are also
using alternative credit scoring techniques that take
advantage of users’ digital footprints to train machine
learning algorithms to identify, score, and underwrite
credit for individuals who otherwise would lack documentation of their creditworthiness.
Data reuse, sharing, and repurposing for all pathways.
Enabling data reuse and repurposing is central to realizing their value (see chapter 4). Such reuse can take
place between actors within each of the three pathways, but also across pathways. The two-way arrow
in figure 1.3 between private firms and government
indicates the reuse and repurposing for public policy
of data originally collected for commercial purposes
and the reuse and repurposing of public intent data by
firms. Similarly, the two-way arrow between individuals/civil society/academia and governments indicates
the reuse, sharing, and repurposing of data between

those parties. The final two-way arrows reflect the use
of private sector data and data-driven applications by
individuals/civil society/academia and the use of data
and analysis generated by individuals/civil society/
academia by firms.
The many examples of repurposing data to
improve development outcomes include using geospatial location data from mobile phones, mobile call
detail records, or social media (Facebook) and online
search (Google) data to predict and trace the outbreak
of disease, especially COVID-19 (box 1.4).47 Online
media and user-generated content can be used to map
water/flood events in real time for water management and food security. Combining satellite imagery
data from private and public sources can be used to
monitor crop yields and forecast malnutrition.48
The COVID-19 experience has also shown how
public statistics constructed from private sector
data—on credit card spending, employment, and
business revenues—can serve as a new tool for
empirical research and policy analysis. In the United
States, indicators disaggregated by ZIP code, industry,
income group, and business size showed that small
businesses and low-income workers providing inperson services within wealthier ZIP codes were
hardest-hit by the reduction in consumer spending
during the crisis.49 The patterns suggest that widespread tax cuts or relief checks are not effective when
people are afraid to go out and spend. Unemployment
insurance benefits and grants or low-cost loans targeting struggling businesses are likely a better approach.50
Ways in which the same three pathways
can harm development
Although use, reuse, and repurposing of data offer
great prospects for fostering development, they
simultaneously pose significant risks that must be
managed to avoid negative development impacts. The
mounting nature of such concerns has prompted calls
for a new social contract around data. These risks can
manifest themselves through public, private, and civil
society pathways. Thus figure 1.3 also presents some
concrete (though by no means exhaustive) illustrations (in red) of such negative impacts through each
of the three pathways.
In the middle pathway, governments can abuse
citizens’ data for political ends. As public sector data
systems improve and become increasingly inter
operable, governments may accumulate a wide array
of information about specific individuals. As long as
public accountability is strong and state actors can
be presumed to act in the broader public interest,
this need not be a major concern. However, if those
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Box 1.4 Using private intent data to tackle COVID-19
At the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak, governments
began implementing policy measures to reduce social
contact and curb the spread of the pandemic. Data collected through mobile phones, such as call detail records
and global positioning system (GPS) location data,
proved extremely valuable in quantifying the effectiveness of policies ranging from partial curfews to strict
lockdowns.a These data enabled measurement of population density, travel patterns, and population mixing in
real time and at high resolution, making it possible to
better target policy interventions and inform epidemiological modeling. Analysis of GPS locations showed that
by March 23, 2020, social distancing policies had helped
reduce mobility in major US cities by half.b In Colombia,
Indonesia, and Mexico, travel restrictions and lockdowns
on mobility had different effects on mobility across
socioeconomic groups. Those in the top decile of wealth
reduced their mobility up to twice as much as those in
the bottom decile.c

Despite the potential of deploying mobility data in
the fight against COVID-19, their impact on policy has
been limited in lower-income countries. Bottlenecks
include a lack of technical expertise among government
organizations; restrictions on data access, especially
from mobile network operators; and a lack of investment
and political will required to scale up onetime projects.d
A review of the academic literature produces a
broader look at the impact of repurposed data on
the study of COVID-19 (figure B1.4.1 and map B1.4.1).
Between February and September 2020, more than 950
articles were published in scientific, medical, and technical journals that repurposed cellphone, social media,
Google search, and other types of private intent data
to track the disease and to offer policy and operational
solutions (figure B1.4.1). Despite the relatively large
number of articles in a short time frame, the coverage
of lower-income countries was quite limited, especially
in Africa (map B1.4.1). This pattern holds after adjusting

Figure B1.4.1 Use of repurposed data to study COVID-19: Published articles,
by type of private intent data used
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on data from CORD-19 (COVID-19 Open Research Dataset) Semantic Scholar team, Ai2 (Allen Institute for AI),
http://www.semanticscholar.org/cord19. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Fig-B1_4_1.
Note: Figure shows the number of articles published in scientific, medical, and technical journals across time from February to September 2020. The
cumulative sum across all categories is higher because some articles appear in more than one category.

(Box continues next page)
presumptions do not hold, significant perils arise.
One clear risk is the potential to misuse such data for
politically motivated surveillance or discrimination
along the lines of ethnicity, religion, race, gender, disability status, or sexual orientation. Another concern
is the possible use of data by political incumbents,
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domestic political players, or even foreign actors to
unduly influence electoral processes by privately
targeting misinformation to marginal voters during
campaigns. Civil society actors can also misuse
data for surveillance (to recruit members for violent
extremism, for example) or to unduly affect electoral

Box 1.4 Using private intent data to tackle COVID-19 (continued)
Map B1.4.1 Use of repurposed data to study COVID-19: Published articles,
by country
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Source: WDR 2021 team, based on data from CORD-19 (COVID-19 Open Research Dataset) Semantic Scholar team, Ai2 (Allen Institute for AI),
http://www.semanticscholar.org/cord19. Data at http://bit.do/WDR2021-Map-B1_4_1.
Note: Map shows the number of articles published in scientific, medical, and technical journals across countries from February to September 2020.
Article counts are divided by the COVID-19 death incidence rate.

the number of articles for death rates associated with
COVID-19 in each country, and it likely reflects the
difficulties in accessing data and the limited research
funding and capacity.

processes, as can private firms, but governments are
more likely to do so. Again, these examples of misuse
of data are mentioned to be indicative rather than
exhaustive of all possibilities.
In the top pathway, individuals and organized
groups can inflict considerable harm through cybercriminals who steal and manipulate sensitive information. The so-called dark net is a vast parallel network of hidden websites that can only be accessed
using specific software tools and private authorizations. It acts as an underground digital platform for
a wide array of criminal activities, facilitating illegal
trade in drugs, counterfeit currency, stolen goods,
credit card numbers, forged papers, firearms, and
human organs. In addition to facilitating criminal
activity in the real world, the internet can be the locus
for cybercrime in the digital world, with burgeoning

a. Oliver et al. (2020).
b. Klein et al. (2020).
c. Fraiberger et al. (2020).
d. Oliver et al. (2020).

security breaches leading to the theft of critical data
and raising the risk of major disruptions to critical
services. One recent study estimated the annual cost
of such crime as between US$57 billion and US$110
billion in the United States alone.51 Data service providers have a tendency to underinvest in cybersecurity because the economic consequences of any data
security breach are largely borne by the clients whose
data are compromised.
In the bottom pathway, private firms can potentially abuse consumers’ data through anticompetitive
practices. Data-driven platform businesses experience steeply increasing returns to scale as user communities expand, leading to positive network externalities that make them more and more attractive to
additional users. This dynamic has led to strong market concentration in platform businesses—including
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e-commerce, search engines, and social media—
raising concerns about abuse of market power. For
services that are provided free of charge, abuse of
dominance may manifest itself in declining quality
of service, particularly in terms of the level of privacy
offered to consumers. In other cases, use of algorithms
can facilitate price collusion (tacit or otherwise). More
broadly, data-driven businesses may exploit their
vast information about consumer preferences and
behavior to engage in aggressive or manipulative
marketing techniques based on microtargeting of
persuasive messages—a practice known as nudging—
which may unduly influence consumers’ choices or
simply be a nuisance.52
Just as data can be reused for positive purposes, collecting and sharing sensitive data for illintentioned purposes can pose significant risks. For
example, researchers at Cambridge Analytica developed a technique to map personality traits based on
what people had “liked” on Facebook. The researchers
paid users small sums to take a personality quiz and
download an app that would scrape some private
information from their profiles and those of their
friends—an activity permitted at the time. Cambridge Analytica eventually obtained files for roughly
30 million users that contained enough information
for the company to match users to other records and
build psychographic profiles. However, only about
270,000 users—those who participated in the quiz—
had consented to having their data harvested.53 The
outcome was that political campaigns were able to
microtarget their political ads to individuals based on
these profiles.
Although social media data can be reused to affect
election outcomes, it is challenging to do so, and there
is little solid evidence that the approach has had such
effects thus far.54 However, the Cambridge Analytica
example demonstrates how private sector data can
be leveraged by third parties (in this case, a political
party) to attempt to influence voting behavior in ways
the originators of the data (Facebook users and their
friends) never intended.
The Cambridge Analytica example also highlights
the importance of transparency as data are increasingly created, used, reused, and repurposed by a wider
range of people, organizations, businesses, and other
parties. At the most basic level, documentation of
sources and collection and aggregation methods are
crucial for data quality and for inspiring trust among
users of data. But transparent documentation is not
a priority in all countries, and some governments
may consciously opt for data opacity, thereby significantly undermining public trust. In short, data policy
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options are fraught with complex political economic
constraints.

A data governance framework
to enforce the social contract
for data
Data governance entails creating an environment
of implementing norms, infrastructure policies and
technical mechanisms, laws and regulations for data,
related economic policies, and institutions that can
effectively enable the safe, trustworthy use of public
intent and private intent data to achieve development
outcomes. By providing predictability and confidence
that these rights are being protected and protections
are enforceable, a robust and effectively implemented
data governance framework can strengthen trust
in the data system, thereby incentivizing the use of
data-driven products and services, increasing their
value, and ensuring a more equitable distribution of
benefits. In effect, data governance enforces the social
contract around data, by applying the principles of
trust, value, and equity.
A data governance framework can be visualized
as four distinct layers that build on and support one
another (figure 1.4). The foundational layer is the
policy framework for data infrastructure—both the
policies that promote universal access to internet data
services and the policies that ensure that countries
have adequate infrastructure to exchange, store, and
process data efficiently over the internet. The next
layer consists of the legal and regulatory environment for data itself, which creates rules to enable the
reuse and sharing of data while safeguarding against
their potential abuse and misuse. This normative
framework for data interacts in significant ways with
wider economic policy issues represented in the third
layer, which affect a country’s ability to harness the
economic value of data through competition, trade,
and taxation. The fourth layer is the institutional
ecosystem that ensures that data can deliver on their
potential and that laws, regulations, and policies are
effectively enforced.
Infrastructure policies. The digital character of
modern data makes infrastructure indispensable
for collecting, exchanging, storing, processing, and
distributing data (see chapter 5). Individual access to
data infrastructure is a prerequisite for both contributing one’s own data and accessing the data of others.
The powerful network benefits, which arise as more
and more people are connected to data infrastructure, are the economic underpinning for universal
service policies that have also been widely endorsed

Figure 1.4 Data governance layers at the national and international levels
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services
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collaboration on data governance and
promote standardization
• Cooperation on cross-border regulatory
spillovers and enforcement issues

Source: WDR 2021 team.

politically. Significant policy efforts are needed to
ensure adequate coverage of last-mile infrastructure
that keeps pace with constantly evolving technological standards of performance. Policy makers also
need to consider how to address demand-side factors,
such as the affordability of handheld devices and data
charges, as well as people’s limited data literacy skills.
At the country level, affordable processing of data
transactions and adequate speed call for increasingly
sophisticated data infrastructure. A starting point is to
facilitate the creation of internet exchange points that
allow internet service providers to exchange domestic
internet traffic across their respective networks without incurring expense and slowing speed by routing
traffic overseas. A further step is to create a policy
environment suitable for investment in colocation
data centers. Such centers allow storage and retrieval
of vast volumes of digital data, including local replicas of popular global internet content, and they
can be used to provide dedicated access to overseas
cloud computing capacity that facilitates increasingly
sophisticated data processing and machine learning

techniques. Small-scale, regulatory deficiencies and
inadequate competition all conspire to hold back
the development of all forms of data infrastructure
in many low- and middle-income countries, posing
particular challenges for policy makers.
Laws and regulations. Legal and regulatory frameworks for data need to be adequately developed, with
a balanced emphasis on both safeguards and enablers
(see chapter 6). The legal and regulatory provisions
to safeguard personal and nonpersonal data differ
greatly because these two types of data are typically
generated, used, and treated in very different ways.
Personally identifiable data convey information
that is specific to a known individual, although identifiers (such as names, addresses, and social security
numbers) that directly or indirectly point to a person
(or entity) could be deleted.55 Some types of personal
data, such as health histories or banking transactions,
may be more sensitive than others, such as shopping
records. Nonpersonal data are generated about nonhuman subjects, including institutions or machines.
They may include data on prices, traffic patterns,
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weather, and agricultural practices. In practice, the
boundary between personal and nonpersonal data is
becoming increasingly blurred as it becomes possible
to infer personal characteristics from nonpersonal
data, such as mobile phone records. Advances in
artificial intelligence also are making the deidentification of personal data more challenging and making
personal inferences from combining multiple sources
of nonpersonal data possible, thereby blurring the
boundaries between personal and nonpersonal data.
The nature of data safeguards for personal data
versus nonpersonal data is quite different. For personal data, a rights-based approach to data protection
is appropriate, emphasizing the rights of data subjects as well as the obligations of data users as the
primary considerations. For nonpersonal data, intellectual property rights provide the relevant frame
of reference, and there is greater scope to weigh the
balance of economic interests between safeguards
and enablers. Another important and underdeveloped
aspect of data protection, affecting both personal and
nonpersonal data, is cybersecurity.
Complementing such safeguards, greater access to
data for reuse can be enabled by open data regulations
and by provisions that ensure technical interoperability between different types of data, allowing them to
be readily combined and repurposed. Data portability
provisions, which allow individuals to move their
own data from one service provider to another, also
help enhance the agency of data subjects.
Economic policies. Because of the proliferation of
data-driven platform business models, the design of
legal frameworks for data governance carries significant implications for the real economy that are often
overlooked (see chapter 7). Competition agencies
grapple with the market power of globally dominant
technology firms operating data-driven business
models. Tax authorities struggle to collect revenues
from platform businesses that often have scale in a
market without any physical presence and can readily
shift tax liabilities across international borders. Trade
policy introduces tensions between the need to protect data domestically and the desire to benefit from
a growing cross-border trade in data-based goods and
services. In each case, decisions about the design of
the domestic regulatory framework for data will
materially affect economic performance.
Institutions. For effective enforcement of the normative framework, a suitable institutional ecosystem
that encompasses both state and nonstate actors
must be in place (see chapter 8). The proliferation
of arrangements around the world suggests that
there is no single institutional blueprint for the
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implementation of data governance frameworks. The
important thing is to identify the critical functions
needed to deliver on the safeguards and enablers
embedded in legal statutes. Depending on the country context, it may make sense to assign some of these
roles to existing institutions (such as the national
statistical office or relevant sector regulators) or
to create new institutions (such as data protection
agencies or data intermediaries). Whatever the institutional architecture, common challenges facing the
effective implementation of data governance policies
include capacity and resource constraints, lack of
institutional autonomy, difficulties adopting a datadriven culture, and problems of coordination across
stakeholder groups.
International dimension. Although they are rooted
in the domestic environment, data governance frameworks also have important international dimensions
(as shown in figure 1.4 and further detailed in spotlights 7.2 and 8.1). In many instances, international
treaties provide the overarching legal framework
for the development of domestic legislation and
regulations. International agreements are also critical in reaching resolution of long-standing data
policy challenges such as how to treat cross-border
data flows in international trade or how to allocate
taxation rights for data transactions. At the institutional level, decisions made by policy makers and
regulators, particularly in the larger global markets,
will have important spillover effects in smaller countries, particularly those with which the markets have
strong economic ties. These effects underscore the
importance of cross-border cooperation in addressing
common data governance challenges such as the regulation of market power in data-driven businesses. At
the same time, data infrastructure is to a considerable
extent cross-border in nature, with large volumes
of data flowing to overseas storage and processing
facilities and opportunities for regional collaboration
around infrastructure development. Facilitation of
such cross-border data movements also entails global
harmonization of technical standards.
In addition, there is an important role for international cooperation in creating common standards and
guidelines for statistical activities (spotlight 2.2). The
creation of international measurement standards and
protocols helps improve comparability of measures
across countries in a way that allows national policy
makers to understand their country’s performance
relative to that of their neighbors. Cross-country
measurement of progress toward policy goals and,
more generally, of statistical performance ensure
that countries can benchmark and monitor their

data achievements and identify and strengthen
their weaknesses. Good data governance, both at
the national and international levels, ensures that
the various components work together to enable the
effective and safe use of data in order to extract value
in a trustworthy, equitable way.

Putting it all together:
Establishing an integrated
national data system
A well-functioning data governance framework
ensures that infrastructure, laws and regulations,
policies, and institutions work together to support the
use of data in a way that aligns with the social contract for data. This framework defines the rules, and
the associated compliance mechanisms, for how data
can be safely used, reused, and shared by all stakeholders, including government entities, international
organizations, civil society and individuals, academic

institutions, and the private sector. To realize data’s
potential, this framework must be built around a data
system that not only ensures that data transactions
are safe, but also actively promotes access to data by
all stakeholders (figure 1.5).
This Report concludes with an aspirational vision
of an integrated national data system (INDS) that can
deliver on the promise of producing high-quality data
and then making data open in a way that it is both
protected and accessible to be shared and reused by all
stakeholders (chapter 9). Such an aspirational INDS
works seamlessly with the governance structure. If
the governance system is viewed as establishing the
rules of the road (and the institutions governing those
rules), the INDS can be envisioned as a network of
highways that connects all users and ensures the safe
passage of data to and from destinations.
A well-functioning INDS is powered by people:
people to produce, process, and manage highquality data; people to populate the institutions that

Figure 1.5 Data flow safely across all stakeholders in an integrated national data
system
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safeguard and protect the data against misuse; and
people to draft, oversee, and implement data strategies, policies, and regulations. The system also needs
all people to have sufficient skills and knowledge to
use data in ways that allow them to hold the public
and private sectors accountable. All this requires
robust data literacy within data institutions, government ministries, the private sector, and the general
population.
There is no singular blueprint for how to build
an INDS. It certainly must be funded sufficiently to
implement the infrastructure and institutions necessary for the system to function well. Incentives need
to be in place to produce, protect, and share data,
and to create a data culture in which people demand
transparency and accountability. But how countries
move toward this vision of an INDS will depend on
their current capacity and the parameters of the social
contract for data. Although the path toward an INDS
will differ for each country, this Report proposes a
sequenced maturity model to help assess progress
and identify areas for more attention to further the
development of a well-functioning INDS.
The maturity model is based on a progression of
three stages: first, establishing fundamentals; second, initiating data flows; and third, optimizing the
system (chapter 8). Although progress within these
stages will differ by country—and for a given country
progress in dealing with certain types of data also
may differ—these three stages nonetheless serve as a
useful reference to help assess weak spots and gaps in
the construction of an INDS.
Establishing fundamentals first requires taking
stock to identify the existing data types and the data
processing activities carried out by different actors.
This analysis should focus on activities already taking place—both inside and outside of government—
that present potential development opportunities for
data use, reuse, and repurposing, along with risks.
Uncovering gaps in the stock of data or bottlenecks in
gaining access to these data can help prioritize efforts
to address gaps and remove barriers. Governments
should also engage with the private sector and civil
society stakeholders to develop legislation, rules,
and standards to safeguard data, while encouraging
data collection, processing, and use. Other steps in
establishing fundamentals include efforts to facilitate public-private data sharing and cross-border data
transfers by establishing contracts with information
management services (such as identification systems) or licenses for regulated entities (such as banks
and telecom operators) that create provisions for
secure, protected data transactions between public
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and private actors. Ensuring that the fundamentals
are in place also includes developing a data governance strategy with policies and laws that promote
the objectives of the INDS and enforce compliance
with rules.
The next phase is to ensure that data begin to flow
across all the stakeholders. One path to this goal is to
establish a government agency with sufficient power
to leverage compliance across ministries and public
sector agencies in how they manage and exchange
data. In addition, the rules and standards that enable
greater interoperability among datasets must be
established. Creating interoperability allows for
innovative new uses of multiple data files as these
data become accessible to a more diverse set of users.
It also allows for the development of measurement
standards to ensure data quality.56 Public-private and
cross-border data flows can be encouraged through
multistakeholder engagements with domestic and
international actors to promote harmonization principles, standards, and practices. Such engagements are
particularly important for data protection and cybersecurity, which require coordination to be effective.
To reach the optimized stage, the tools and methods
that helped create data flows should be incorporated into a unified whole-of-government approach.
Ongoing, recurrent investments in training increase
the effective use of data for decision-making and
accountability. Similarly, recurrent investments in
infrastructure keep systems sufficiently modern and
expand access. Data quality, data integration, and
data synchronization should be integral parts of all
processes at this stage. Meanwhile, the safe flow of
data through the data system should be continually
assessed and stress tested for weakness.

Organization of this Report
This Report is divided into three parts. Part I identifies the multiple channels through which data can
support or impede the development process, making
sense of the data landscape and pointing out the associated development opportunities and risks. This part
provides a conceptual framework (figure 1.3), together
with illustrations and examples from recent experience in low- and middle-income countries.
Part II, which describes the data governance layers
presented in figure 1.4, focuses on data governance
broadly defined to include data infrastructure policy
(chapter 5), the legal and regulatory framework for
data (chapter 6), the related economic policy implications (chapter 7), and institutions (chapter 8). These
diverse elements are effectively the building blocks

of a social contract that seeks to deliver the potential
value of data equitably while safeguarding against
harmful outcomes. Examples and case studies illustrate both the importance of establishing safeguards
to prevent the misuse of data that could harm development objectives and how data can be better enabled
to further development objectives.
Part III brings together the building blocks of the
Report to present the vision of an integrated national
data system (chapter 9).
Throughout the Report, spotlights at the end of
chapters highlight relevant cases in low- and middleincome countries and internationally and explore
various policy issues in more depth.
This Report was prepared against the backdrop
of the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic itself is a
vivid illustration of the usefulness of data in dealing
with obstacles to development and the complexity of
the associated governance challenges. Examples of
how countries have used data as part of their response
to COVID-19 are featured in chapters, using boxes and
narratives to illustrate many of the issues addressed
in the Report. Those issues include the deficiencies of
public sector data systems and the complementarities
between public intent and private intent data, as well
as the legal and regulatory issues posed by accessing
private intent data for public purposes. More broadly,
through a discussion of the many ways in which data
can help economic development, this Report aims to
describe the challenges to realizing these gains, offer
guidance on how to attain them, and propose safeguards for protecting citizens.
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